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2.1 Objectives: 

After studying this unit you will be able to..... 

⚫ know about the life and works of Alice Walker. 

⚫ understand the epistolary novel as a literary genre. 

⚫ learn the plot development and summary of the novel. 
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⚫ examine the relevance of the events of the novel to contemporary society. 

⚫ analyze the character development on moral, ethical and emotional backdrop. 

⚫ examine novel as politics of sex and self than the politics of class and racism. 

2.2 Introduction: 

   In this unit, we are going to analyze an epistolary novel, The Color Purple, 

written by Alice walker – an Afro-American Black Feminist writer and recipient of 

prestigious Pulitzer Award and National Book Award.  

 The unit focuses on various aspects of novel and the critique about. It facilitates 

students the self study by providing discussions on characteristic features of the 

novel. In this unit, it is attempted to encourage students to find literary relevance in 

contemporary context while reading the incidents of injustices inflicted against 

women, where they are subjected to the politics of sex and self. The unit also 

provides analysis of narrative technique of Epistolary novel; effectively used in the 

novel, The Color Purple.    

2.3 Alice Walker : Life and Career 

 Alice Walker is an Afro-American female writer, who was born in 1944. She 

was born in a sharecropper’s family in the South, Georgia, USA as the eighth child in 

Eatonton, a small town with two streets only. She grew up in a world of poverty and 

hardship. The Walker’s white landowner said that the Walker’s children needed not 

to attend school and demanded of every child of the Walker’s to work in his field. 

But it was her mother, Minnie, who fought for the right of education for her children. 

Thus, the author feels that her success as an informed writer goes greatly to her 

mother’s devotion to education and liberation. 

 Alice Walker was blessed with a love of learning, and upon graduating at the 

head of her high school class in 1961, she received a scholarship to Spelman College 

in nearby Atlanta, Georgia, USA. There, at the heart of the civil rights movement, 

she took part in student protests against racial discrimination. After two years at 

Spelman, Walker transferred to Sarah Lawrence College in New York, where she 

developed into a highly gifted writer. For her novel, The Color Purple, she was 

honoured by Pulitzer Award and National Book Award in the year 1983. 
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Literary Career of Alice Walker: 

 During her schooling, by writing poetry, Alice Walker started her literary career. 

Her literary genius flourished with abundant contribution to various literary forms 

like novel, short story, essay, non-fictional works, etc. Her versatility is often 

appreciated for her contribution to various forms and for her concern for the themes 

like womanism, civil rights, humanism and justice.  

Her notable novels:   

I)   The Third Life of Grange Copeland (1970) 

 This is the debut novel of Alice Walker. Published in 1970, it is set in 

rural Georgia.  It tells the story of Grange, his wife, their son Brownfield, and 

granddaughter Ruth.  The novel focuses on his journey through life, starting at a very 

low point both morally and economically, to the end where he is economically stable 

and at a moral high point. Walker herself, about this novel says that was an 

incredibly difficult novel to write, and to speak about violence among black people 

in the black community at the same time that black people enduring massive 

psychological and physical violence from white supremacists in the southern states, 

particularly Mississippi. 

II) Meridian (1976): 

 The novel has been described as Walker's "meditation on the modern civil rights 

movement.” Meridian is about Meridian Hill, a young black woman in the late 1960s 

who is attending college as she embraces the civil rights movement at a time when 

the movement becomes violent. The story follows her life into the 1970s through a 

relationship that ultimately fails, and her continued efforts to support the movement. 

 Alice Walker wrote the novel at a time when many young black people were 

shifting away from supporting the practice of nonviolence and civil disobedience that 

had characterized the early years of the movement and had begun to take on more 

militant and extreme positions. 

III) The Color Purple (1982) : 

 It is an epistolary novel of Alice Walker which won the Pulitzer Prize for 

Fiction and the National Book Award for Fiction in 1983. The setting of novel is 

rural Georgia. The story focuses on the life of African-American women in 
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the Southern United State, in the 1930s, addressing numerous issues including their 

exceedingly low position in American social culture.  

IV) The Temple of My Familiar (1989) : 

 It is an ambitious and multi-narrative novel of Walker containing the interleaved 

stories of Arveyda, a musician in search of his past, Carlotta, Arveyda’s Latin 

American wife who lives in exile. And it is the story of Suwelo, a black professor of 

American History who realizes that his generation of men have failed women; 

Fanny, his ex-wife about to meet her father for the first time; and Lissie, a vibrant 

creature with a thousand pasts. 

V) Possessing the Secret of Joy (1994) : 

 The novel deals with the story of Tashi, an African woman and one of the minor 

characters of The Color Purple. Tashi marries an American man named Adam then 

leaves Olinka because of the war. Tashi chooses to go back to Olinka to undergo 

circumcision because she is a woman torn between two cultures, Olinkan and 

Western. Instead of feeling free from not having the procedure done as a child, she 

feels bothered by it. She wants to honour her Olinkan roots.  Tashi later sees several 

psychiatrists because she goes crazy due to the trauma she has suffered before 

finding the strength to act. The novel is told in many different voices, which are the 

characters in the novel. The novel explores what it means to have one's gender 

culturally defined and emphasizes that “Torture is not culture." 

2.4 Epistolary Novel –  Narrative Technique: 

 An epistolary novel is a novel written in the form of letter or series of letters 

written by one or more characters. The form allows the author/narrator to have 

omniscient point of view. But when there occurs the exchange of letters, there can be 

variation in the point of view according to character to character.  

 The term ‘epistol’ implies a set of templates for letters and addressing with 

small changes can be used on various occasions, and ‘epistolary novel’ implies ‘ a 

novel in letters’. According to Elizabeth Cambell, the epistolary novel is a novel 

written in the form of letters, exchange of letters between two or more 

correspondents., one or more letters sent by a correspondent to one or more 

recipients. 
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 Ruth Perry further expands the definition expecting that the epistolary form 

requires the ‘deeper truth locked deep down in their subconscious. The epistolary 

novel relies on subjective viewpoint which prevails intimate provenance. It results 

into intimate point of view of the character in his/her expression of thoughts and 

feelings without interference of the author and events take place in a dramatic 

immediacy. What distinguishes epistolary genre from other realistic-autobiographical 

fiction, such as diaries, is the desire/demand for exchange of thoughts, expressions 

and feelings etc. It is dialogical in its nature. 

 The variety of point of view offers the story a dimension and capacity. There are 

three types of epistolary novels. 

1) Monological ( letters of only one character) 

2) Dialogical ( letters of two characters)  

3) Polylogical ( Three or more characters exchange the letters) 

Salient features of Epistolary novel: 

1) Use of procedure of exchange of letters as a framework. 

2) Moving power of correspondence is an obstruction i.e. generally epistolary 

novel follows a specific formula that two or more people separated by an 

obstruction of various kinds and forced to keep their relationship through letters. 

3) Protagonists are prevented from acting directly and it is expected that their 

writing may reunite them. 

4) Seduction is a frequently coined theme in epistolary novels. 

5) Generally, the novel ends with the love or death. 

Janet Gurkin Altman in the book,’ Epistolarity’ indicates six important aspects of 

epistolary novel. 

1) Intermedial nature i.e. the genre functions as connector of remote points and 

bridges between the sender and the recipient. 

2) The degree of trust between the sender and recipient. 

3) Internal and external reader i.e. internal reader is to whom letter is addressed to 

or the character who is assumed to be the recipient of the letter and external 

reader is general reader of the novel. 
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4)  Specific discourse of the novel. 

5) The dynamic ending of letters. 

6) ‘An epistolary mosaic’ implies multiplicity of plots, impaired timeline, multiple 

correspondents and gaps (dead time) between exchanges of letters. 

2.5 The Novel at a glance : 

• Full Title: The Color Purple 

• About Title: The title stems from a comment of a character Shug; “people walk 

by the color purple in a field somewhere and don’t notice.  

• Author: Alice Walker 

• Type of Work:  Novel 

• Genre:  Epistolary Novel 

• Date of First Publication:  1982 

• Narrator:  Celie, poor, uneducated 14-year-old girl is the narrator who narrates 

her story through the letters written to God. 

• Narration Structure: 

 Celie narrates the following letters: 1–51[Celie to God]; 59–61and 68 [Celie to    

God]; 69 [Celie to Nettie]; 73–79 [Celie to Nettie];  82–85 [Celie to Nettie]; 87   

[ Celie to Nettie]; 89 [Celie to Nettie], and 90 [Celie to God]. 

 Nettie narrates the following letters, all written to Celie: 52–58, 62–67,70–

72,80–81,86,and88 

• Point of View:  Omniscient points of view. The narrator describes the characters 

and events and her sufferings through the letters to God. 

• Tone:  The tone of the novel is realistic and matter-of-fact. 

• Diction:  Celie's letters reflect the country dialect of an uneducated African 

American from the rural South during this timeframe. In contrast, Nettie's letters 

exhibit her proficient writing, grammar, and vocabulary skills because she was 

permitted to attend school. Through the sisters' letters, readers can compare and 

contrast some of the social expectations. 
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• Setting (Time): 1912 to 1942 

• Setting (Place): Georgia in Southern United State 

• Protagonist: Celie, poor, uneducated 14-year-old girl. 

• Major Conflict:  Suffering of women and injustice inflicted in Afro-American 

patriarchal society and struggle for Self. 

• Climax:  Celie becomes financially self-reliant and reunion of Celie and her 

younger sister Nettie.  

• Film Adaption: Adapted for film by same name, directed by  Steven Spielberg, 

with casting of Whoopi Goldberg. Nominated for eleven Academy Awards. 

• Musical Adaption: Lyrics and music by Stephen Bray. Opened at the 

Broadway theatre New York City on Dec.1, 2005.  

2.6 Summary :   

 The Color Purple begins with Celie's first letter to God. She opens by stating she 

is 14 and has" always been a good girl." Celie wants Him to help her to understand 

why she must endure the physical and sexual abuse of her father, Alphonso, along 

with her mother's neglect and disdain. Even before her mother dies, Celie is 

responsible for caring for her siblings, including her younger sister, Nettie. Although 

the other characters call her father Alphonso, Fonso, or Pa, Celie only refers to him 

as He. 

 Alphonso repeatedly rapes Celie, and she gives birth to a daughter and then a 

son. Both of the children disappear. She thinks he took them in to the woods and 

killed them. After the second pregnancy, He shuns Celie and starts eyeing Nettie but 

marries May Ellen, a widow of Celie's age. Addie Beasley, a teacher, implores 

Alphonso to allow Celie to staying school, but he refuses, saying Nettie is the only 

smart child. A neighbour wants to marry the more appealing Nettie instead of the 

older, less attractive Celie. Alphonso won’t agree to union because of his attraction 

of Nettie’s youth. Instead, he promises the man a cow if he marries Celie. To save 

her sister from Alphonso, Celie marries Albert, but she calls him Mr.---. The cow, 

Alphonso refers to is Celie.   

 Throughout her marriage to Mr. ,Celie continues to endure beatings as 

well as physical and verbal assaults from his children, especially Harpo, the oldest 
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son. Nettie escapes her home and goes to live with Celie because Alphonso begins to 

bother her with sexual advances. Life is better for Celie until Mr._  kicks Nettie 

out of his home for rejecting him. Missing Nettie's lessons covering what she learned 

in school, and miserable over the loss of the only person who ever loved her, Celie 

waits for the letters her sister promises to write. They never arrive. 

 Nettie is not the only strong female who affects Celie's future. Shug Avery, a 

beautiful blues singer who drapes herself in elegant clothes and jewels moves in with 

them when she becomes ill. Although she is Mr....'s mistress, and the only woman he 

has ever loved, she is independent. Celie admires her for everything, even accepting 

her relationship with Mr... Shug emotionally and sexually controls Albert, Celie's 

husband, showing Celie women can have power over their lives. The singer becomes 

Celie's advocate, friend, and lover. In addition to Shug, four other women; Sofia 

(Harpo's first wife), Carrie and Kate (Mr...'s sisters), and Squeak/Mary Agnes 

(Harpo's girlfriend) all play a part in Celie's transition from a life of physical, 

emotional, and spiritual oppression to one of freedom and autonomy. 

 The catalyst that triggers Celie's transformation occurs when Shug explains 

Mr.....'s dishonesty. Since Nettie's departure, he has hidden every letter Nettie has 

written her. Celie and Shug take the letters from the trunk where Mr....... has stashed 

them. Through reading them, Celie finds out Nettie is living with Samuel, a minister, 

and his wife, Corrine. As a part of their family she takes care of their adopted 

children Celie's daughter Olivia and son Adam instead of killing.  Celie continues to 

write to Nettie- living with a missionary in Africa. 

 Mr.'....s deceit gives Celie the courage to leave him and move to Memphis with 

Shug. While living there, she learns self-love and self-respect. Shug helps her to let 

go of her anger at God for believing. He neglected her because he is a white man. 

Through their talks about God and His desires for all people Celie restores her 

relationship with Him. She now understands spirituality is an essential aspect of a 

full life. When Celie starts a business designing and sewing women's pants, her 

confidence soars. The last chain that has bound her to a life of domination breaks 

when Nettie tells her the man they called Pa is her step father, not her biological 

father.           

 When Alphonso dies, Celie finds a peace in her life. She and Nettie inherited his 

home. She moves into her very own home, continues to run her business, and 
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becomes friend with her husband, whom she now calls by his given name, Albert. He 

has also found freedom from his oppressive ways. Celie's story ends when Nettie, 

Samuel, Olivia, Adam, and his wife, Tashi, return from Africa to live with her. 

2.7 Check your Progress:  

Choose the correct alternative. 

1. Who is the protagonist of the novel?  

 a) Alphonso  b) Shug  c) Sofia  d) Celie 

2. To whom does Celie write letters? 

 a) Mr.__   b) Shug  c) God  d) Alphonso 

3. Celie continues to write to Nettie- living with a missionary in ....... 

 a) Britain  b) America  c) Africa  d) Ireland. 

4. .......... is the character from the novel The Color Purple is the protagonist of 

Alice Walker’s another novel, Possessing the Secret of Joy. 

 a) Nettie   b) Celie  c) Tashi  d) Sofia 

5. Who does hide letters of Nettie addressed to Celie? 

 a) Mr .....  b) Alphonso  c) Shug  d) Tashi 

6. The Color Purple is .......... 

 a) a Gothic novel.   b) an epistolary novel.  

 c) a diary of the protagonist.  d) a picaresque novel. 

7. How many letters are there in the novel The Color Purple? 

 a) 90   b) 52  c) 85  d) 73 

8. Shug Avery is ..... by profession. 

 a) a dancer  b) a blues singer  c) a banker  d) a counselor 

9. What is the real name of Mr. ------- ?   

 a) Adam   b) Albert  c) Anthony  d) Alex 

10.  ....... is the physical setting of the novel? 

 a) Georgia  b) New York  c) California  d) Clarinda  
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Answers:  1 – d, 2 – c, 3 – c, 4 – c, 5 – a, 6 – b, 7 – a, 8 –b, 9 – b, 10 - a 

2.8 Characters:  

Celie: 

 Foremost of her life Celie is brutalized, sexually assaulted, and treated unjustly. 

Alphonso denies her any schooling, saying she is too ugly and stupid. She never 

understands she is a beautiful, intelligent person, capable of realizing personal and 

financial joy until Shug Avery becomes her advocate.  

 Her role with Alphonso is that of a sexual outlet and a caretaker to her younger 

siblings. Her husband, Albert, whom she refers to only as Mr. , continues to abuse her 

physically, mentally, and emotionally by forcing her into a life of servitude until she 

abandons him to live with Shug in Memphis. Through her relationships with 

assertive, independent women she begins her quest to find a life where she will be 

free physically, sexually, emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually.  

 Shug Avery teaches her how to love self, to enjoy romantic love, to defend 

herself from male dominance, and to use her owns kills to become independent 

financially. Sofia models assertiveness, attitude, and strength under pressure. Nettie, 

as well as Shug, represent all that is good, pure, and decent in life as they are the only 

people who have ever shown Celie love. She is the only family Celie has ever known 

and wanted. Her disappearance cracks Celie's heart. These three women are 

significant influences in Celie's transformation from a submissive victim to a 

formidable woman. 

Nettie: 

 Nettie is a witness to her sister's physical and sexual assaults, but is not a victim 

of them. Alphonso permits her to remain in school because she shows academic 

promise. Understanding how much Celie wants to learn, Nettie teaches her sister the 

same lessons she learns. When she moves in with Celie and her husband to avoid 

Alphonso's advances, she continues to tutor Celie. When Albert evicts her from his 

home because she shuns him, she moves in with Samuel and Corrine who continue 

her education. Her views about social expectations and mores, religion, and people 

mature as she travels to New York City, London, and Africa. Still Celie's teacher, 

through her letters, she shares her experiences and thoughts with her sister. 
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• Alphonso 

 Alphonso, also known as Fonso and Pa, is Celie's first abuser and a rapist. He 

impregnates her twice. She refers to him only as He. After each baby is born, he 

takes it from her. Upon his death, he leaves his house and store to Celie as away to 

atone for the wrongs he inflicted upon her. 

• Mr. ____ 

 Although his given name is Albert, Celie calls him Mr --. He is a domineering 

man who practices the belief that a wife is nothing more than her husband's property 

and should be beaten into submission. His father refused to allow him to marry Shug 

Avery, the woman he truly loves, so he takes out his anger on Celie. After Celie and 

Shug leave him, he falls into a deep depression and almost dies. He starts to 

recuperate when Harpo convinces him to send Celie the rest of Nettie's letters. 

Purged of his deceit, he transforms in to a thoughtful man, always searching the 

answers to life's Why questions. He not only takes pride in keeping himself neat and 

clean, but he tends his fields and renovates his home. When Celie returns to town, he 

initiates a civil relationship with her that evolves into an abiding friendship. 

• Shug 

 Named Lillie by her mother, but known as Queen Honey bee to the people who 

follow her singing career, and as Sugar to Celie, Shug Avery is a woman who craves 

male attention. 

 Initially, she acts hatefully to Celie because Albert chose to marry the timid girl 

instead of her. After appreciating Celie’s sincere care while she nurses her back to 

health, Shug is angered that Albert cruelly dominates his wife. Shug pushes Celie to 

find intelligence, beauty, and value in her body, mind, and heart. She teaches her that 

her emotions are a valuable asset and that once she frees them, her confidence will 

grow. She is Celie's true friend and staunch supporter, and also her lover.  

• Harpo 

 Harpo truly wants to be a kind-hearted and supportive husband to Sofia. He 

admires her boldness, her honest approach with people, and her substantial physical 

appearance. He is conflicted by his father's oppressive ways toward his wives and 

tries to rule his wife. She refuses to obey him and fights back when he tries to beat 

her and deflate her spirit. He is a natural at cooking and taking care of the children, 
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and he enjoys these responsibilities. Tending the crops and repairing the home’s roof 

are tasks Sofia likes. These gender role reversals do not conform to society’s 

standards, add stress to his life. Only after Sofia leaves does he understand and 

accept that it is acceptable for men and woman to have traits that cross gender lines. 

• Sofia: 

 Sofia is a forceful female who never flinches from standing up to family, 

friends, and social norms. Although she loves Harpo, she can't stay with him because 

of his domineering attitude and actions. She seethes at Miss Millie's condescending 

scrutiny of her children. She verbally disrespects a white woman, punches the mayor, 

and is jailed for 12 years. Her inner strength empowers her to survive for eleven and 

a half year sentence as a maid to Miss Millie and caretaker to the woman's children. 

She and Harpo resume their marriage after she is paroled. 

2.9 Narrative Technique: 

 The structure of an epistolary novel relies on epistles, or letters. Through letters 

only, the characters reveal the story's foundational elements—the characters, plot, 

conflict, and setting—and the structural components of theme, symbolism, tone, and 

point of view. In The Color Purple, Celie, the primary narrator, writes to God and to 

her sister Nettie. Almost halfway into the story, Nettie becomes the secondary 

narrator through her letters to Celie. Crucial to readers' involvement and connection 

to the story, the letters reveal each narrator's private and public emotions, beliefs, and 

values. 

2.10 Use of Symbols:  

• Pants: 

 Pants represent dependence, individuality, and strength to Celie as she liberates 

herself from Mr. 's control. They help her to breach gender lines when she 

decides to wear them; they bring her economic freedom when she begins making 

them as a business. Just as the idiom" wearing the pant sin the family" is used to 

describe someone who is in control, pants help to define and shape Celie’s control 

over her own life.  

• Letters: 

 The letters are the only escape Celie has in her oppressed life. She writes to God 
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because, as a captive, she is desperate to find an audience or a witness for her pain. 

Even when she questions whether God is listening, she continues to write to Him as a 

way to think through her situation. Her letters to Nettie reflect the joy Celie feels that 

her beloved sister is alive and is leading a life of her choice. Nettie is an actual 

person with whom Celie can share the harsh realities of her life and her most intimate 

thoughts. The letters are proof that her sister, if not God, is listening. 

• God: 

 Although at first God is the only audience to Celie's misery, He becomes her 

cathartic listening post. Even after Celie loses faith in God and addresses her letters 

to Nettie, she till closes them with "Amen," until she restores her faith and returns to 

"Dear God. "Shug's spirituality, based on an appreciation of all of God's wonders, 

combines with Albert's Why questions to lead the characters to deeper understandings 

of  God's love. 

• Purple  

 The Color Purple represents all of the seen and unseen wonders in the world. 

After Shug explains to Celie that God only wants to be admired for all of the beauty 

and magnificence He created, she says, "I think it [angers] God if you walk by the 

color purple in a field somewhere and don't notice it." The author uses purple to 

represent both the physical grandeur of the world and also the impressive internal 

and external traits that define each individual. 

• Needles and Razors: 

 To Celie, needles are a means to create something worthwhile by uniting items 

that on their own are insignificant. Because they take parts and give them meaning 

by making a whole, they are a positive force in her life. Needles are used to sew 

pants, which lead to Celie's success as a seamstress and a business entrepreneur. 

 Razors, in contrast, represent destruction. When Celie is blinded by her hatred 

for Mr. because of his abuse, subjugation, and most importantly, because of his 

purposeful theft of Nettie's letters, she almost kills him with his own razor. The razor 

becomes the means to rid her life of her oppressor, but the act of violence for which 

she considers using it would eliminate all the strides she has made towards 

independence.  
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2.10 Thematic Concern : 

• Overcoming Oppression 

 With effort, people will overcome society's injustices. Celie accepts her life of 

subjugation because she never has experienced any other way of existing. Although 

she sees other women taking charge of their lives, like Sofia and Shug, she is so 

mentally crushed she never even comprehends she is capable of controlling her 

destiny. Jealous that Sofia is strong enough to fight for her freedom from male 

domination, Celie tells Harpo to beat his wife. Celie tells Kate she doesn't know how 

to fight when the woman implores her to do so. It isn't until she experiences Shug's 

friendship, love, and belief in her inner strength that Celie realizes that she has the 

courage to climb out of her oppressive life. 

 Mr. 's transformation is a result of the emotional pain he suffers after Celie's 

tirade and abandonment. When he comprehends how wrong he was to act so 

abusively, he wants Celie's forgiveness. Her friendship enables him to fully forsake 

the domineering principles that control him. After he and Sofia renew their marriage, 

Harpo still struggles with his conflicting beliefs, but he loves Sofia enough to submit 

to some of her ideas. Although she keeps it hidden during her punishment, Sofia 

shows her mental muscle when she openly tells Eleanor Janet he will never be equal 

because of prejudice. By the time Shug returns, she has forgiven her parents for what 

she interpreted as an unwillingness to love her. Her understanding that they did the 

best they could for her allows her to love herself and to treasure the honest friendship 

and love she shares with Celie. 

• Enduring Domination: 

 The assaults Celie endures from Alphonso not only harm her physically but 

cause her emotional shame because the assailant is her father. Her mother scorns 

Celie and her sister, Nettie, because they are witnesses to her disgrace. Mr. 's 

beatings and mistreatment objectify Celie and add more layers of shame on her. Until 

she is in her thirties, Celie's life is an example of the effects of internal and external 

domination brought on by others. 

 In contrast the lives of Mr.------, Harpo, Sofia, and Shug are ruled by their own 

destructive decisions. Mr. ------'s mistreatment of his wife, chooses to be a victim of 

the man's demand for total obedience. He subjugates his wives and passes these same 
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principles onto his son, Harpo. Harpo mentally succumbs to this male dominance 

tenet, but he cannot do so emotionally because he loves Sofia and her independent 

spirit. Harpo's inability to resolve this clash of ideals throws him under the heel of 

oppression, and he loses the children and Sofia when she moves in with her sister. 

Sofia shows her strength when she leaves Harpo, but her pride leads to a lengthy jail 

sentence. Her decision to use her dynamic spirit to fight a force as massive as social 

bigotry ends up restricting her assertive nature. Shug's struggle is caused by her 

desire for love. Never given the strength that parental love can nurture, she equates 

lust for love. Until she learns to love herself, she floats from one bed to another, 

ruled by her opinion that intimacies with others will raise her from a loveless 

existence to a life of happiness.  

• Realizing Wholeness 

 People achieve a fulfilling life when they grasp an understanding about 

themselves, the world, and their places in it. Celie, Mr. ------, Harpo, Sofia, and Shug 

all endure oppression from inner and external sources, and they all struggle to 

overcome the mistreatments they incur from others and from their own choices. 

Celie's empowerment begins with Shug's belief in her strengths, grows by witnessing 

Sofia's struggles with Harpo and the town's racism, matures when Mary Agnes finds 

her voice, develops when she sees God's love in His every creation including herself 

and flourishes when she and Albert become true friends. By admitting to some poor 

choices, and choosing to forgive themselves, Mr. ------, Harpo, Sofia, and Shug can 

finally embrace the good in themselves, their families, and their friends. They all 

understand that to live a fulfilled life, they need to love themselves before anyone 

else can love them. 

• Gender Roles: 

 When men and women adopt tasks society assigns to the opposite gender, 

internal and external conflicts occur. One cause behind of all the characters' 

oppression stems from conflicts with society's gender role expectations. All of them 

have to remove the gender role shackles that bind them. 

 Sexism is synonymous with stereotypical gender role expectations in this novel. 

The conflict between Harpo and Sofia stems from their dispute about gender roles 

society designates for men and women. 
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 Sofia says, "I rather be out in the fields or fooling with the animals. Even 

chopping wood. But he love cooking and cleaning and doing little things around the 

house."After Celie and Albert are friends, he confide she always loved to sew with 

his mother: "I use to try to sew along with mama cause that's what she was always 

doing. But everybody laughed at me," he explains. Celie responds by handing him a 

threaded needle and a pair of pants and saying, "Well, nobody gon laugh at you 

now." In both of these relationships, the men have tried to deal with the gender role 

issues with physical force. This approach only aggravates the already volatile 

situations. Only when each couple turns from their society's gender stereotyping by 

making their own guidelines do they build respectful relationships.  

• Racism: 

 Racism occurs when people choose to reject unfamiliar ethnicities, customs, and 

traditions instead of trying to understand and respect their right to exist. Social 

racism is prevalent in The Color Purple. Nettie witnesses it throughout her travels—

between races and within the same ethnicities she encounters. Sofia, Shug, Mary 

Agnes, and Corrine all are victims of prejudice in their hometown sand, for Shug, 

around the country. Skin color adds to racism when it is mentioned as a derogatory 

statement.  In all cases, the author reveals racism as a widespread part of culture. 

 Domination and oppression destroy peoples' humanity by erasing their worth. 

Throughout the novel, the author reveals how oppression, injustice, and disrespect 

make their targets invisible. These negative actions erase peoples' humanity and 

individuality by treating them as worthless beings. Celie, Sofia, Mary Agnes (when 

she was known as Squeak), and the Olinka females are invisible as humans in the 

minds of their oppressors. 

2.12 Questions for discussion : 

1) Analyze the novel The Color purple as an epistolary novel. 

2)  Discuss the thematic concern of the novel. 

3)  Discuss the significance of symbols in the novel. 

4)  Comment on 'women subjugation and oppression in Afro- American society'. 

5) Discuss 'Alice walker as Black Feminist writer'. 
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3.0  Objectives 

 After completing the study of this unit, you will 

• know some features of contemporary (African) American drama. 

• know about the life (and works) of Suzan-Lori Parks. 

• know about the plot summery of the play Topdog/Underdog. 
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• learn about the characters in Topdog/Underdog. 

• learn the themes and other aspects in Topdog/Underdog. 

• be able to answer the questions on the play Topdog/Underdog. 

3.1 Introduction 

 This unit discusses contribution of a few important contemporary American 

playwrights and the life and works of the renowned American woman playwright, 

Suzan-Lori Parks. It also presents the detailed summary of her famous play 

Topdog/Underdog (2001), the analysis of the characters in the play and the critical 

commentary on the themes, motifs and symbols used in the play. 

 Topdog/Underdog tells the story of two brothers, Lincoln and Booth, who, 

abandoned by first one parent and then the other, have had to depend upon each other 

for survival since they were teenagers. Now in their thirties, the brothers struggle to 

make a new life that will lead them out of poverty. Lincoln, a master of the con game 

three-card monte, has abandoned a life of crime for a more respectable job 

impersonating Abraham Lincoln at an arcade. Booth, on the other hand, earns his 

living as a petty thief, one who wishes to imitate his older brother’s success by 

learning how to “throw the cards”. Throughout the play, the brothers compete against 

each other, vying for control. At any given moment, one may yield power over the 

other, only to relinquish it in the next. Hence, Topdog/Underdog reveals a topsy-

turvy world in which Lincoln and Booth live, a chaotic world that is as dangerous as 

it is illusory. 

 Like the title suggests, Topdog/Underdog is a play about competition, reversals, 

and mirror images that reflect the true self. The idea that became Topdog/Underdog 

can be found in one of Parks’s earlier plays, The America Play (1995), which 

features a gravedigger named the Foundling Father whose obsession with Abraham 

Lincoln leads him to find work in a sideshow.  

3.2 Contemporary American Drama 

 As far as ‘Contemporary American Drama’ is concerned, one can notice 

incredible proliferation of dramatic and theatrical practices that have emerged during 

the past twenty-five years. Fifty years ago the term ‘Contemporary American Drama’ 

would have referred to a group of playwrights, companies and their outputs centred 
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on text-based plays performed in traditional theatre spaces. But a typical 

characteristic of the contemporary drama is its eclecticism – in terms of the subjects 

it addresses, the sites it occupies, its increasing interdisciplinarity and the forms of 

representation it offers. Leading and emerging playwrights have been embarking on 

their own experiments to uncover the forms, language and aesthetic strategies that 

can best respond to the concerns of the contemporary age. Since the Second World 

War, the ways in which America has thought through drama have taken various 

forms, from the conservative conventions of domestic realism that typically reassert 

the dominant social order, to more anti-realistic, anti-mimetic dramatic modes that 

question and resist these restrictive definitions of what it means to be an ‘American’ 

on the stage in terms of ethnicity, social class, gender, sexuality and race. The 

beginning of ‘contemporary’ drama at the end of the 1950s, with the increasing 

prominence of post-Second World War experimental plays that resisted traditional 

narrative plot and discursive language in favour of strikingly non-rational structures 

and a more minimalistic style of dialogue. Contemporary drama is primarily a drama 

of postmodernism, one that is concerned with innovations in both the form and the 

subject of representation. African-American theatre emerged rapidly as a crucial 

component of contemporary American theatre, both in terms of form and social 

content, and it has relied on both realistic and antirealistic dramatic modes to express 

complex cultural and personal experiences. 

 Key playwrights include LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka (1934-2014), Ed Bullins (b. 

1935), Adrienne Kennedy (b.1931), Ntozake Shange (1948-2018), Suzan-Lori Parks 

and August Wilson (1945-2005). The success of Lorraine Hansberry’s (1930-1965) 

A Raisin in the Sun in 1959 – the first play written by a black woman to reach 

Broadway – is usually considered as the beginning of a successful contemporary 

black theatre in the United States. Although Hansberry’s success is marked by her 

Broadway inclusion, throughout the 1960s playwrights such as Amiri Baraka 

(formerly LeRoi Jones) were more interested in developing a black aesthetic that 

would stand apart from the mainstream in keeping with the artistic and cultural 

revolutions of the period, and focused on producing work off- and off-off-Broadway. 

Baraka, along with Ed Bullins and Ron Milner, was pivotal in using drama to bring 

attention to the specific concerns of racial identity and social reform in American 

culture. His role in the Black Arts Movement (BAM), an artistic movement of the 

1960s that focused on black nationalism and self-determination in promoting an art 
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which would speak directly to and from African-American experience, led to the 

founding of the Black Arts Repertory Theatre and School in Harlem in 1964, and to 

the general promotion of African-American theatre in the United States 

 Black women playwrights such as Adrienne Kennedy during the 1960s and 

Ntozake Shange in the 1970s reached critical success with their more expressionist, 

poetic attempts to unmask racism and gender discrimination. These accomplishments 

led the way for black playwrights such as Suzan-Lori Parks and August Wilson, who 

reached a turning point in his career in 1982 with Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, and 

continued to enjoy both critical and popular success until his death in 2005. 

3.3 Life and Works of Suzan-Lori Parks 

 Suzan-Lori Parks, the daughter of an Army colonel, was born in Fort Knox, 

Kentucky, in 1964. As a member of a military family, Parks moved often, first to 

west Texas and then to Germany, where she settled during her teenage years. While 

attending German schools, Parks began to write short stories. When she returned to 

the United States, Parks attended Mount Holyoke College, where she studied creative 

writing with the novelist James Baldwin. Baldwin was the first to encourage her 

development as a playwright, for at the time Parks had the habit of acting out the 

characters’ parts when she read her short stories in class. Her first play, The Sinner’s 

Place, was produced in 1984 in Amherst, Massachusetts. While at Mount Holyoke, 

Parks was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa honor society and graduated with a 

Bachelor of Arts degree in 1985. She also studied at the Yale University School of 

Drama. 

 After college, Parks travelled to London to write plays and study acting. Her 

second play, Betting on the Dust Commander, was produced in 1987, followed by 

Imperceptible Mutabilities in the Third Kingdom, which won a 1989 Obie Award for 

Best Off-Broadway play of the year. Parks’s fifth play, The Death of the Last Black 

Man in the Whole Entire World (1990), continued to explore the issues of racism and 

sexism that have been hallmarks of her work from her earliest days as a playwright. 

These plays, like the others that followed, defy the conventions of the modern theatre 

as they address social issues like slavery, gender roles, and poverty. Parks won her 

second Obie for Venus (first produced in 1996), a dramatic account of how, in 1810, 

a Khoi-San woman was brought from South Africa to England to serve as a sideshow 

attraction. Parks’ greatest critical acclaim to date arrived with the production of 
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Topdog/Underdog, a play that she began writing in 1999 and that was produced Off 

Broadway at the Joseph Papp Public Theatre in 2001 under the direction of George 

C. Wolfe. The play, the first of Parks’ to appear on Broadway, debuted in April 2002 

at the Ambassador Theatre and, shortly thereafter, won the 2002 Pulitzer Prize for 

drama, thereby making Parks the first African-American woman to receive that 

award. 

 Parks has received numerous awards and honors throughout her career, among 

them a National Endowment for the Arts grant, a Rockefeller Foundation grant, the 

Whiting Writers’ Award, a Kennedy Center Fund for New American Plays, and the 

PEN-Laura Pels Award for Excellence in Playwriting. In addition to the 

aforementioned Obie awards and Pulitzer Prize for drama, Parks has been awarded a 

Guggenheim fellowship and the prestigious MacArthur Foundation fellowship, also 

commonly known as the “genius grant.” 

 Since 2000, Parks has directed the Audrey Skirball Kirn’s Theatre Projects 

writing program at the California Institute of the Arts. Her first novel, Getting 

Mother’s Body, was published in 2003 to favorable reviews. Parks has written two 

screenplays: Anemone Me (1990) and Girl 6 (1996). The film version of Girl 6 was 

directed by Spike Lee. Parks is writing a stage musical about the Harlem 

Globetrotters entitled Hoopz, in addition to adapting Toni Morrison’s novel Paradise 

for a film to be produced by Oprah Winfrey. 

3.4 Plot and Summary of the play Topdog/Underdog 

Scene 1 

 The play opens on a Thursday evening in a boardinghouse room with Booth 

practicing his three-card monte routine over a board supported by two milk crates. 

He practices his patter, imagining that he has won a large sum of money. Lincoln, 

wearing a frock coat, top hat, and fake beard, sneaks up behind his brother, who 

whirls and pulls a gun. 

 Booth tells Lincoln to take off his disguise because he fears Lincoln’s getup will 

scare Grace, with whom Booth has a date the next day. Booth claims that Grace is in 

love with him, and that no man can love her the way he can. Booth then shows 

Lincoln a “diamond-esque” ring he plans to give Grace. The ring is stolen, but it is 

smaller than the one he gave her when they were together two years before; 
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therefore, Booth, by giving his beloved a smaller ring, decreases the chance that she 

will give the ring back because she cannot remove it once it has been placed upon her 

finger. 

 Booth insists that Lincoln remove his costume. He does not understand why his 

brother does not leave the costume at work, but Link says that he is afraid someone 

might steal it. 

 Lincoln then relates a story about how a “little rich kid” asked him for an 

autograph while riding the bus home for work. Link decides to charge the kid ten 

dollars for the favor, but the kid only has a twenty-dollar bill. Lincoln, in the guise of 

Honest Abe, promises to bring the kid his change the next time they meet on the bus, 

but Lincoln buys a round of drinks at Lucky’s instead. 

 Lincoln questions Booth about his card setup. Booth, wanting to create a new 

persona for himself, informs Lincoln that he is thinking about changing his name. 

Lincoln suggests an African name like “Shango,” which would be an easy name for 

everyone to say and would not, in Lincoln’s opinion, “obstruct . . . employment 

possibilities”. 

 Lincoln has brought Chinese food home for dinner, and the brothers begin 

converting the card setup into a dinner table, which prompts a discussion about their 

present living arrangement. Lincoln points out the room’s shortcomings, such as the 

absence of a toilet or a sink, but Booth does not see anything wrong with the 

amenities (or lack thereof). 

 Lincoln goes to get the food and finds a playing card on the floor. He places the 

card on the table and asks Booth if he has been playing cards. Booth says he has been 

playing solitaire rather than admit that he has been practicing his three-card monte 

routine unsuccessfully. 

 The brothers argue over who will eat what. Curious, Lincoln brings up the 

subject of solitaire again, and Booth suggests that they play a hand of poker or 

rummy when they have finished eating. Lincoln reminds Booth that he will not touch 

the cards, but Booth insists that it would be “[j]ust for fun.” Lincoln remains 

adamant, but Booth presses the issue, wanting to know whether Lincoln would break 

his vow if they played for money. 
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 Lincoln says that Booth has no money because he, Lincoln, is the one who 

brings home the paycheck. Booth claims to have an “inheritance,” but Lincoln says 

that Booth might as well have nothing because he never plans to spend the money he 

has. Booth responds by saying that Lincoln “blew” his inheritance. 

 The conversation abates and returns to the subject of food. The brothers 

compare their fortune cookie messages. Booth finishes eating and begins practicing 

his three-card monte routine again. His movements remain awkward and clumsy, and 

Lincoln tries his best to ignore him. Lincoln, however, cannot refrain from making 

comments about Booth’s patter. Finally, Lincoln tells Booth that if he wants to throw 

the cards properly, he must practice the routine in smaller sections. 

 Booth suggests that they work as a team, but Lincoln changes the subject by 

saying he will clean up after the meal. Booth then announces that from then on he 

wants to be called “3-Card.” Booth says that everyone calls him that; according to 

him, Grace especially likes the name. Lincoln thinks that both the name and his 

brother are “too much.” “Im making a point,” Booth says. “Point made, 3-Card. 

Point made,” replies Lincoln. 

 Booth again raises the idea of the brothers working as a team. He has visions of 

making easy money, but Lincoln reminds him that there is more to making money at 

three-card monte than finding a mark. Booth goads Lincoln into accepting his 

proposition by reminding him that their success would attract women. Lincoln 

questions Booth’s relationship with Grace, which does not seem all that secure. 

Booth appeals to Lincoln’s sense of vanity by reminding him that at one time he was 

the best three-card dealer in the city. Lincoln, however, states that he does not touch 

the cards anymore. 

 Booth tries another tack by calling his brother names and by reminding him of 

how he, Booth, discovered their mother packing her things to leave. Booth tells 

Lincoln that their mother asked him to look out for his older brother, which brings 

the conversation around again to how, in Booth’s view, he is trying to create an 

“economic opportunity” while Lincoln sits around and does nothing. Booth 

concludes his harangue by shouting, “YOU STANDING IN MY WAY, LINK!” 

 Lincoln apologizes, saying that he would prefer to do “honest work.” Booth 

chides Lincoln about his costume and how he must impersonate “some crackerass 
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white man,” but Lincoln says that visitors to the arcade are not misled. “When people 

know the real deal it aint a hustle,” he says. 

 Booth twists Lincoln’s words and says that the card game would be the real 

deal. Booth implies that Lincoln’s working at the arcade transcends his role of The 

Great Emancipator to embody slavery. Essentially, Booth says that his brother has 

enslaved himself to the owners of the arcade, who controls his destiny. Lincoln 

warns Booth not to push him; his anger is rising. 

 Booth informs Lincoln that he will have to leave because their living 

arrangement was intended to be temporary. Lincoln agrees to leave without 

complaint and then plays a blues tune on the guitar. The song is sad and mournful, its 

theme one of abandonment and displacement. Booth likes the song, which Lincoln 

composed while at work. 

 Lincoln tells Booth about how they got their names. Their father was drunk 

when he told Lincoln that he named his sons Booth and Lincoln because “It was his 

idea of a joke.” 

Scene 2 

 The scene opens with Booth dressed like he is about to go on an Arctic 

expedition and checking to see if Lincoln is home. As he undresses, he reveals layers 

of clothing that he has stolen. He lays one suit on Lincoln’s easy chair and another on 

his own bed. He sets two glasses and a bottle of whiskey on top of the stacked milk 

crates. Booth sits in a chair pretending to read a magazine when Lincoln walks in. 

 Lincoln enters the room to the sound of improvised fanfare. Booth knows that 

today, Friday, is payday, and the brothers, referring to each other as “Ma” and “Pa,” 

begin to celebrate their prosperity. Lincoln pours two glasses of whiskey, and Booth 

begins counting the money Lincoln has brought home. Lincoln tells him to budget 

the money because he wants to know how much is available for the week. Booth, 

indignant that Lincoln has failed to notice the suit he stole for him, says that Lincoln 

would not notice his ex-wife Cookie if she was in bed. The jibe makes Lincoln 

wistful, but then his mood brightens when he sees the blue suit lying on the chair. 

 Booth brags about how he “boosted” the suits and other items of clothing from a 

department store. “I stole and I stole generously,” he tells his brother. “Just cause I 

aint good as you at cards dont mean I cant do nothing.” 
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 Lincoln compliments Booth on his haul and then delivers a speech about how 

clothes do not make the man. “All day long I wear that getup. But that dont make me 

who I am,” he says. He is reminded of how their father’s clothes would hang in the 

closet, whereupon Booth, resentful about how their father spent more time and 

money on his mistresses than on his children, tells Lincoln that he took their father’s 

clothes outside and burned them. Lincoln, on the other hand, is preoccupied with his 

job security and how he would leave the job when the time came. He concludes by 

sounding a refrain about his true identity: “Fake beard. Top hat. Dont make me into 

no Lincoln. I was Lincoln on my own before any of that.” 

 After the brothers finish dressing and modeling their clothes for each other, 

Booth tells Lincoln that he looks like he did when he was with Cookie. Booth also 

thinks about how his new suit will impress Grace. Lincoln thinks that they should 

switch ties, and so they do. Both are pleased with the results. 

 Lincoln asks Booth to do the budget. He calculates how much they will need to 

pay the utilities, some of which, like the phone, they do not actually use. Booth wants 

to pay their bill so service will be restored and they can call their lady friends. Booth 

has it all worked out that having a phone will transform him into a ladies man, but 

Lincoln, depressed and dejected, does not believe that a woman would ever call him. 

Booth chastises Lincoln for not having any knowledge or confidence when it comes 

to women. Booth resumes calculating the budget, allowing money for alcohol and 

meals. 

 Lincoln tells Booth that there is talk of cutbacks at the arcade. Since Lincoln has 

been working there for only eight months, he would most likely be one of the first 

employees to be let go. “Dont sweat it man, we’ll find something else,” Booth 

replies, acknowledging that their fates are entwined together. Lincoln says that he 

likes his job because he can sit there all day and let his mind “travel.” It is what he 

calls “easy work.” 

 Sometimes Lincoln thinks about women, but most of the time he lets his mind 

“go quiet” as he composes songs, makes plans, and sits there trying to forget about 

the past. He invites Booth to come down again, but Booth says that once was 

enough. He asks if the Best Customer came in today, as he does most days, and 

Lincoln says, “He shot Honest Abe, yeah.” They discuss some of the things the Best 
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Customer whispers into Honest Abe’s ear, and Booth concludes that the Best 

Customer is “one deep black brother.” 

 Booth also concludes that Lincoln’s job is bizarre. Lincoln says it is a living, but 

Booth challenges him by saying that he is not really living at all. “Im alive aint I?” 

Lincoln retorts. He then tells about how Lonny’s death made him give up the cards 

for a secure, less dangerous, job. Lincoln likes his work at the arcade, but he cannot 

let go of his fear that he might lose his job and be forced to seek employment again. 

Booth, in an effort to cheer his brother up and perhaps win him over to the idea that 

they should work together as a team, reminds Lincoln that he was once lucky with 

the cards, but Lincoln dismisses the notion that anything but skill is involved in 

throwing the cards. 

 When Lincoln once again expresses his fear about losing his job, Booth tells 

him that he has to “jazz up” his act if he wants to attract more customers and keep his 

job. He gives his brother some pointers on how to make his performance more 

dramatic. However, when Lincoln asks Booth to help him practice, Booth tells him 

he does not have time because he must get ready for his date with Grace. Claiming 

that it is the “biggest night” of his life, Booth asks Lincoln for a small loan. 

 Lincoln gives Booth a five-dollar bill. Booth, perhaps feeling guilty about 

abandoning his brother, suggests that they rehearse when he gets back from his date. 

Lincoln agrees, and Booth leaves. 

 Alone, Lincoln undresses and hangs his clothes neatly over a chair. Leaving his 

feet bare, he dons his work uniform, securing the top hat beneath his chin with an 

elastic band. His outfit is complete except for the white makeup. Lincoln pretends to 

get shot, falls down, and writhes on the floor. He gets up and is about to practice his 

moves again when he decides to pour himself a large glass of whiskey. The scene 

ends with Lincoln sitting in the easy chair drinking. 

Scene 3 

 The scene opens much later that Friday evening, with Lincoln asleep in the 

recliner, which has been extended to its full horizontal position. He wakes suddenly, 

hung-over and wearing his costume. Booth enters, swaggering and slamming the 

door in an attempt to wake his brother, but Lincoln does not react, so Booth slams 

the door again. Lincoln wakes up, still bleary-eyed. Booth walks around him, 

strutting like a rooster, to make sure Lincoln sees him. 
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 Lincoln asks if Booth has hurt himself, but Booth replies that he has had “an 

evening to remember.” Lincoln says that Booth looks like he has hurt himself, but all 

he can talk about is how Grace wants him back. According to Booth, she has “wiped 

her hand” over her past so that she can say they have never been apart. She has 

forgiven him for his mistakes. Lincoln asks about their date, and Booth begins to 

divulge details of his sexual conquest. He interrupts his story because, he says, he 

does not want to make his brother jealous. Booth provides more details of the 

evening’s encounter, but even so he feels guilty about making his brother feel bad. 

Lincoln prompts his brother to tell him more, and Booth obliges, saying that Grace 

was so sweet his teeth hurt. After more hesitation, Booth reveals intimate details of 

his sexual relations with Grace, each detail becoming more salacious and vivid. 

 The conversation revolves around the use of condoms, which Lincoln says he 

never had to do because he was married. Booth says that Grace will not let him go 

without one next time; she will be real strict about that. Lincoln, in a gesture of 

manly bravado, tells Booth that he will find a way to avoid using one. “You put yr 

foot down and she’ll melt,” he says. 

 Lincoln keeps drinking while Booth is in his bedroom, playing with the 

condoms. From the other side of the screen that divides the room, Booth tells Lincoln 

how Grace is not like all the other girls he has been with because she attends 

cosmetology school and has plans for the future. When Booth tells Lincoln about 

Grace’s expertise as a cosmetologist, Lincoln cracks a joke, saying that it is too bad 

Booth is not a woman. Booth asks him to repeat what he said, but Lincoln changes 

his tone, saying that Booth could have his hair and nails done for free. 

 Booth continues to sing Grace’s praises. Their breakup two years ago happened 

because, he says, he had a “little employment difficulty,” and she needed time to 

think. Lincoln observes that that time is over, and Booth agrees. 

 Lincoln asks what Booth is doing. He may have been trying on a condom, but he 

says that he is resting because Grace left him exhausted. Lincoln asks Booth if he 

would like some “medsin” – a drink of whiskey – but Booth says no. Lincoln tells 

Booth to help him practice his moves, but Booth asks if they can practice tomorrow. 

Lincoln remains persistent, saying that he has been dressed up and waiting for Booth 

to help him. Lincoln’s tone becomes urgent when he confesses his fear of being 

replaced by a wax dummy. 
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 At first Booth is surprised to hear this, and Lincoln concedes that the idea may 

be nothing more than talk. He presses Booth again, reminding him that he loaned 

him five bucks so Booth could entertain Grace properly. Booth replies that he is 

tired, which prompts Lincoln to respond that Booth did not have sex with Grace 

earlier that evening; Booth made up that story to save face. Booth says that Lincoln 

is jealous. Lincoln counters by saying that the only sex Booth has is when he rustles 

the pages of his girlie magazines. Booth defends himself by saying that he is a 

passionate man who needs “sexual release.” He justifies his frequent masturbation by 

saying that if he did not he would be out spending money and committing crimes to 

satisfy his passionate nature. Angry, Booth attacks Lincoln by denigrating his 

manhood. He tells Lincoln that his wife Cookie left him because he was impotent. 

Booth extends his role of topdog by saying, “I gave it to Grace good tonight. So 

goodnight.” Lincoln says goodnight. 

 Lincoln sits in his chair while Booth lies in bed. After awhile, Booth checks on 

his brother to see if he is asleep, but Lincoln keeps an eye out for him. Lincoln 

breaks the silence by telling Booth that he does not need him to hustle a game of 

threecard monte. Booth says that he had planned to do it that way. Lincoln offers to 

contact his old crew, but Booth insists that he can assemble one of his own. “I don’t 

need yr crew. Buncha has-beens. I can get my own crew,” he says. Lincoln ignores 

Booth, telling him that back in the day he and his crew would pull in seven thousand 

dollars a week. Booth, however, remains stubborn until Lincoln, appealing to his 

brother’s vanity, paints a verbal picture of Booth taking wads of cash off of tourists 

at the Mexican border. Booth slowly warms to the idea of Lincoln setting him up as a 

dealer. 

 Lincoln reminds Booth that he would have to have a gun for protection, but 

Booth says he already has one. Lincoln refers to Booth’s piece as a “pop gun.” He 

says that Booth would have to have a gun that matched his skill as a hustler, some 

“upper echelon heat.” Booth will not listen to what his brother says because Lincoln 

has been away from the game for too long, six or seven years. Lincoln says he knows 

about guns because he works around them every day at the arcade. Booth wants to 

know what kinds of guns they have at the arcade, but Lincoln reminds him that 

Booth has been there and seen them before. Lincoln describes the guns as “Shiny 

deadly metal each with their own deadly personality.” 
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 Booth begins to think about what he could steal if he did visit the arcade. 

Lincoln tries to tell him that it would not be worth the trouble of stealing a gun 

because they all shoot blanks, to which Booth makes a reference to Lincoln doing the 

same thing sexually. Booth asks Lincoln if he ever wonders if one of the visitors will 

come in with a real gun, but Lincoln says he has no enemies, not even his exwife 

Cookie. Booth wonders about the Best Customer, but Lincoln dismisses the thought, 

saying he “cant be worrying about the actions of miscellaneous strangers.” 

 Booth asks Lincoln if he knows anything about the people who visit the arcade, 

but Lincoln says he does not see a thing because he is in character, and Honest Abe 

is supposed to be staring straight ahead, looking at a play. Besides, Lincoln says, the 

arcade is kept dark “To keep thuh illusion of thuh whole thing,” though occasionally 

he can see an inverted image in the metal casing of the fuse box in front of him. That 

is where he sees the “assassins.” Lincoln then describes how he anticipates each 

assassin’s arrival and how the tourist can know he is alive when the gun’s cold metal 

touches his skin. Lincoln describes how he slumps, closes his eyes, and falls, 

repeating this routine with each paying customer that comes through the turnstile. He 

describes the many types of people who want to shoot Honest Abe. At the end of his 

speech, Lincoln says, “I do my best for them. And now they talking bout replacing 

me with uh wax dummy.” 

 Booth suggests that Lincoln remind his boss about all the things he can do that a 

wax dummy cannot. Booth thinks that Lincoln would get his point across if he added 

more “spicy s—” to his routine. When Lincoln asks him how, Booth tells him that, 

for one thing, he should scream when he is shot. Booth takes charge, assuming the 

role of his namesake. Lincoln practices a scream, but Booth thinks he should add 

some cursing, so Lincoln lets fly with a string of profanity. Lincoln, however, does 

not think the screaming and cursing will go over too well, so Booth suggests that he 

try rolling on the floor. After Lincoln tries, Booth says that he should wiggle and 

scream. Booth then suggests that Lincoln hold his head. “And look at me! I am the 

assassin! I am Booth!!,” he says. “Come on man this is life and death! Go all out!” 

 Lincoln goes all out. Booth says that they should end the rehearsal there because 

things were beginning to look “too real or something.” Lincoln says that the owners 

of the arcade do not want his performance to look too real because it will scare the 

customers. That would get him fired for sure. Lincoln accuses Booth of trying to get 

him fired, but Booth says he was just trying to help. Lincoln says that people are 
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“funny” about how they want history re-enacted. “They like it to unfold the way they 

folded it up. Neatly like a book. Not raggedy and bloody and screaming.” Again, he 

accuses Booth of trying to get him fired. Lincoln says it is not easy for him to play 

the role, but somehow he makes it look easy. The fact that he and Honest Abe have 

the same name helped him get hired. “Its a sit down job. With benefits,” he says. 

Lincoln does not want to get fired because then he will not get a good reference. 

 Booth tells Lincoln that they could “hustle the cards together” if he got fired. 

Lincoln says he would not remember what to do, it has been so long since he was in 

the game. Booth reassures him and says goodnight. Lincoln disagrees and says 

goodnight before stretching out in his recliner. Booth stands over him, waiting for 

Lincoln to change his mind, but he is already fast asleep. Booth covers Lincoln with 

a blanket, turns out the lights, and locates one of his girlie magazines under the bed 

before the lights fade and the scene ends. 

Scene 4 

 The scene opens just before dawn on Saturday. Lincoln awakens and looks 

around the room. Booth is fast asleep. Lincoln complains about the lack of running 

water as he stumbles around the room looking for something to use as a urinal. 

Finally, he finds a plastic cup and uses it, stowing it out of sight once he is finished. 

Then, he grabs his Lincoln getup and tries to remove it, tearing it. He removes his 

clothes until he is wearing nothing but his T-shirt and shorts. 

 Lincoln talks about how he hates falling asleep in his costume. He is worried 

that he will have to pay for the beard now that he has ripped it. He imagines what the 

bosses will say when they see the beard, and he visualizes strangling his boss as a 

form of retribution for being fired. He contemplates the irony of having a sit down 

job with benefits and being at another’s mercy when he once was the best three-card 

monte dealer anyone had ever seen. He looks back over his career and reminds 

himself that it is best to quit while you are ahead. But he did not do that. He threw 

the cards one time too many, and Lonny got shot. 

 Lincoln consoles himself with the thought that he found a good job once he left 

the street. He convinces himself that he will find another good job when the arcade 

finally lets him go. He will not have to return to hustling. “Theres more to Link than 

that. More to me than some cheap hustle. More to life than cheating some idiot out of 

his paycheck or his life savings.” 
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 Lincoln thinks about Lonny and how the two worked so well together. He 

remembers how they took a couple for hundreds, even thousands, of dollars. “We 

took them for everything they had and everything they ever wanted to have,” he says. 

He justifies hustling people who are greedy, but then he remembers what happened 

to Lonny and why he swore off the cards even though he was good at them. 

 Lincoln then experiences a moment of realization and picks up a pack of cards, 

choosing three from the deck. He stands over the three-card monte setup and begins 

going over his moves, slowly at first but then gathering speed. Unlike Booth’s 

routine, Lincoln’s is “deft, dangerous, electric.” Lincoln puts himself through the 

paces, refining his patter. Lincoln speaks in a low voice, but Booth awakens and 

listens to his brother as he moves two red cards and one spade around and around on 

the table. Lincoln’s confidence builds with each hand he deals until, finally, he beats 

the mark. Lincoln puts the cards down and moves away from the table. He sits down 

on the edge of his chair, unable to take his eyes off the cards. 

Scene 5 

 The scene opens on a Wednesday night, with Booth sitting in his new suit. The 

three-card monte setup is nowhere to be seen. In its place is a table and chairs; the 

table has been set for a romantic evening for two, including champagne glasses and 

candles. The apartment looks much cleaner than it did before; new curtains cover the 

windows. Booth sits at the table, checking to make sure everything is perfect. 

 Booth curses because he finds one of his girlie magazines poking out from 

beneath his bed. He kicks it back under the bed and pulls down the spread to conceal 

his collection. Nervous, Booth checks the champagne and the food. He tells himself 

not to worry, that Grace will arrive soon. Still restless, he checks the mattress for 

springiness and lays two dressing gowns marked “His” and “Hers” across the foot of 

the bed. He can still see the girlie magazines sticking out from beneath the bed, so he 

removes his pants and crawls under the bed to stow the magazines away safely. 

 Lincoln comes in, wearing his frock coat and carrying the rest of his costume in 

a plastic bag, but Booth, half dressed, mistakenly believes that Grace has arrived. He 

tries to keep his brother from coming in. Lincoln asks if he is interrupting anything, 

saying that he can go if Booth is “in thus middle of it,” meaning a sexual encounter 

with Grace. Booth tells him that the room is “off limits” tonight, but Lincoln insists 

that he could stay and sit there quietly composing songs just like he did whenever 
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their parents had sex in the two-room apartment they shared with the boys. Booth 

insists that his brother find someplace else to stay and asks if he intends to spend the 

night with friends. Booth waits for Lincoln to leave, but Lincoln refuses to go. 

 Lincoln tells Booth that he lost his job at the arcade. He did everything 

correctly, but the owners had already purchased a wax dummy to take his place. 

Lincoln was so stunned by the news that he walked out wearing his costume. He 

believes that the owners will take him back if he tells them he is willing to take a pay 

cut, but Booth tells him that he should not. “Yr free. Don’t go crawling back. Yr free 

at last! You can do anything you want.” Lincoln, however, quickly understands that 

Booth wants him to return to hustling. 

 Booth tries to get Lincoln to go because Grace is expected at any moment, but 

Lincoln just plops into his easy chair without budging. He says he will leave when 

Grace arrives. Booth again insists that his brother leave. Lincoln asks what time 

Grace is coming, and Booth tells him that she is already late, although she could 

arrive momentarily. Lincoln asks what time she was supposed to be there, and Booth 

says that she was supposed to arrive at eight o’clock. Lincoln points out that it is 

after two in the morning – she is very late. Lincoln does not want to embarrass his 

brother, so he tells him that Booth can cover him with a blanket and pretend that he 

is alone when Grace arrives. Lincoln’s tired and needs to sit down after walking all 

day, but he will go once Grace gets there. 

 Booth asks for Lincoln’s opinion of the table setting. Lincoln approves. Things 

look so nice that for a moment he thought that Booth had gone and spent his 

inheritance. Booth tells him that he boosted the china, silver, and crystal. “Every bit 

of it.” By now Booth is impatient, so Lincoln tells him that Grace will arrive shortly. 

“Dont sweat it,” he says. Booth sits down at the table and tries to relax. “How come I 

got a hand for boosting and I dont got a hand for throwing cards?” he asks Lincoln. 

 Lincoln tells Booth to look out the window. He promises to leave when Grace 

arrives, and Booth says that maybe his brother has “jinxed” the evening already by 

showing up. Booth quickly changes his mind, however. “Shes just a little late. You 

aint jinxed nothing,” he says. Booth then sits by the window, watching for Grace on 

the street. Meanwhile, Lincoln sits in the recliner and sips from a whiskey bottle. He 

rummages around until he finds a worn photo album, which he peruses. 
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 Looking at a photograph, Lincoln asks Booth if he remembers a house they 

lived in when Lincoln was eight and Booth was five. Lincoln calls it the “best [f – 

ing] house in the world.” Booth tells him to stop going down “memory lane” 

because, if he does not, he will spoil the mood Booth has tried so hard to create. 

Booth does not want any of his brother’s “raggedy collections” to interfere with his 

romantic plans. Lincoln ignores his brother’s wishes and continues to reminisce. 

Booth tries to dispel Lincoln’s notion that the times they spent in that house were 

idyllic. Ironically, Booth resists the romance of looking back upon his childhood 

years. 

 Lincoln reminds Booth of a prank they pulled on their father when he backed his 

car out of the driveway. The car’s tires went flat because the boys had placed a row 

of nails behind them. Lincoln takes pride in the fact that neither one of them gave 

themselves away. Booth admires his brother for staying so cool under pressure. After 

a pause, he asks Lincoln for the time. It is after three in the morning, so Lincoln 

suggests that Booth call Grace because something might have happened. When 

Lincoln observes that Booth looks sad, Booth shrugs it off, searching for a word to 

describe his mood. “Cool,” suggests Lincoln. “Yeah. Cool,” replies Booth, who 

comes over and pours himself a big glass of whiskey. He continues looking out the 

window, this time with a drink in his hand. 

 Booth asks if Lincoln received any severance pay. Lincoln says he blew a 

week’s pay on nothing in particular. He just felt good spending money like he did 

when he was hustling and making lots of cash. He was his own man then, and he did 

not have to worry about being replaced by a wax dummy. “I was thuh [sh – t] and 

they was my fools,” Lincoln says. “Back in the thuh day.” 

 Lincoln asks Booth why he thinks their parents left them. Booth says he does 

not think about it that much, but Lincoln thinks that their parents left because they 

did not like them. “I think there was something out there that they liked more than 

they liked us and for years they was struggling against moving towards that more 

liked something,” he says. To Lincoln’s mind, each parent had something to struggle 

against. When the family moved from a nasty apartment into a house, the struggle 

became worse for their parents because they each could not live up to their individual 

expectations of what domestic life should be. 
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 Booth agrees that the idea of a normal family life was too much for their 

parents. First their mother left, then, two years later, their father did. “Like thuh 

whole family mortgage bills going to work thing was just too much,” says Booth. “I 

seen how it cracked them up and I aint going there.” Upset by Grace’s failure to 

arrive on time, Booth relates his parents’ experience to his own by saying that, 

regardless of Grace’s wishes, he will not wear a “rubber” (condom) the next time 

they are together. 

 Lincoln remarks that their mother told him he should not marry. Booth says that 

she told him the same thing, which leads Lincoln to observe that both of their parents 

gave them $500 before they “cut out.” Booth says that he will do the same thing 

when he has kids. 

 Leaving their kids money and cutting out was the one thing Booth says that their 

parents could agree upon. Lincoln does not understand at first, but then he sees 

Booth’s point when they compare stories about how each of the brothers received 

$500 from their parents. Lincoln imagines that his parents have begun a new life, one 

that includes two boys different from them. Both the whiskey bottle and glasses are 

empty, so Booth pops the cork on the champagne bottle. 

 Booth tells Lincoln that he did not mind his parents leaving because he knew 

that he still had his brother to rely on. They were better off on their own than they 

would have been had they been under the protection of some child welfare agency. 

“It was you and me against thuh world, Link,” Booth says. “It could be like that 

again.” 

 Lincoln reminds Booth that throwing the cards is not as easy as it looks. The 

perspective Booth had when he was on the sidelines is much different than that of the 

customer. Booth demonstrates his understanding of the game by explaining Lonny’s 

role as the stickman. The brothers discuss the various roles each of the crew plays, 

and Lincoln says that Booth stands a chance of being successful if he learns a few 

basic moves, which Lincoln is willing to demonstrate. Lincoln tells Booth to set up 

the cards, and, “in a flash,” Booth clears the romantic dinner setting and replaces it 

with the three-card monte setup. 

 Lincoln begins by telling Booth that the deuce of spades is the one to watch. 

Booth prefers to work with the deuce of hearts, but spades are okay. Lincoln reviews 

the roles the crew members play, and Booth agrees to be the lookout. He is ready, he 
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says, because he is already carrying a gun. Lincoln cannot understand why Booth 

would always carry a gun, even on a date, but Booth says that you never know when 

you might need to use it. Lincoln asks for the gun, which Booth hands over. Lincoln 

says that there is no point in having a lookout if there are not any cops, so Booth says 

he will be the stickman instead. Lincoln says that Booth does not have the experience 

to be a stickman, so he can be the sideman. 

 Lincoln begins the lesson by saying, “First thing you learn is what is. Next thing 

you learn is what aint. You don’t know what is you don’t know what aint, you don’t 

know [sh– t].” Booth understands. Booth gets defensive when he sees Lincoln sizing 

him up. He cannot understand why Lincoln would want to size up someone who is 

on his team, but Lincoln explains that everyone, including his crew, is part of the 

crowd, and the dealer always has to size up the crowd before he begins the hustle. 

 After sizing up the imaginary crowd, Lincoln decides that he does not want to 

play. Booth calls him on it, but Lincoln explains that not wanting to play is just part 

of the dealer’s attitude. This is what lures the mark in because the mark thinks that he 

can beat the dealer. Booth asks if Lincoln is sizing him up again. Lincoln explains 

that there are two parts to throwing the cards, both of which are “fairly complicated.” 

Lincoln says that Booth has to work on what he is doing with his mouth and what he 

is doing with his hands because both count. Lincoln continues to explain how the 

mark sets himself up to be taken. 

 Lincoln reminds Booth to look at his eyes, not his hands. He says it is important 

that Booth not think too much about throwing the cards. Lincoln is trying to get 

Booth to immerse himself totally in throwing the cards. “Dont think about nothing,” 

Lincoln says. “Just look into my eyes. Focus.” Booth responds literally by saying 

that Lincoln’s eyes are red, and he asks if his brother has been crying. Lincoln loses 

his patience, but he proceeds with the demonstration anyway by having Booth point 

to the deuce of spades. When Booth asks if he has pointed to the right one, Lincoln 

tells him to point with confidence. Lincoln flips the card over, and it is indeed the 

deuce of spades. Lincoln is “slightly crestfallen” because Booth has beaten him. 

 Booth begins to celebrate. “Make room for 3-Card! Here comes thuh champ!” 

he cries. Lincoln tells him not to get too excited. He should focus. Lincoln tells 

Booth to listen when he adds the “second element” of words. 
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 Lincoln goes into a long and convoluted patter that lures the mark in and 

confuses him. At the end of Lincoln’s monologue, he asks Booth to pick again. He 

does, and once again Booth picks the deuce of spades. Confident, Booth begins to 

challenge his brother’s ability, but Lincoln remains determined to teach his brother a 

lesson by beating him at cards. Lincoln decides to make Booth back up his words 

with actions by switching roles and having him be the dealer. Lincoln reminds Booth 

that a light touch is necessary, but Booth moves the cards around awkwardly. His 

speech is not too good either. Soon, Lincoln bursts out laughing. Booth puts on his 

coat and places his gun inside one of the pockets. 

 Lincoln criticizes Booth’s patter. If he does not smooth it out, he will get locked 

up every time. Lincoln recalls a time when they had $800 on the line and Booth 

misunderstood Link’s signals, causing the mark to win. Lincoln says that everything 

turned out okay because they won the money back, but, really, a light touch is what 

Booth needs if he wants to throw the cards successfully. Lincoln tells Booth that he 

should touch the cards as though he were touching Grace’s skin. 

 Lincoln holds up a watch, and Booth lets out a burst of anger when he sees how 

late it is and that he has been stood up. Booth immediately thinks that Grace is out 

with another man, but Lincoln, still willing to give Grace the benefit of a doubt, 

thinks that maybe something has happened to her. Booth says that the only thing that 

has happened is that she has made him look like a “chump.” “I aint her chump. I aint 

nobodys chump,” he says. 

 Lincoln offers to go to the payphone on the corner, but Booth cuts him off, 

saying that, unlike his brother, he is a man of action. “Thuh world puts its foot in yr 

face and you dont move. . . But Im my own man, Link. I aint you.” Booth leaves the 

room, slamming the door behind him. “You got that right,” Lincoln says, picking up 

the cards, moving them around faster and faster. 

Scene 6 

 The scene opens on a Thursday night. The room appears empty, as though no 

one is home. Lincoln enters drunk; he leaves the door slightly open. As he does in an 

earlier scene, he imitates the sound of fanfare as he enters the room. He calls Booth’s 

name and pulls out a large wad of cash once he’s sure no one is home. He secures the 

money with an elastic band and puts it into his pocket. He sits down in his chair and 

takes the money out again, counting it quickly like he did when he was on the street. 
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Lincoln begins a monologue in which he celebrates finding himself again. He’s just 

returned from Lucky’s, where everyone saw the old Link again. Not only does 

Lincoln still possess his skill with cards but the women have started coming around 

again now that he shows flashes of the old success. “Who thuh man?” he asks. “Link. 

That’s right,” he answers. Lincoln is full of drink and bravado, making fun of the 

tourists he’s swindled out of money.  

 Just then Booth comes out from behind the dressing screen that separates the 

room. He stands at the door without making a sound. Meanwhile, Lincoln continues 

talking about his conquest and how he’s not a has-been anymore. Booth closes the 

door, which prompts another spell. 

 Lincoln asks Booth if he’s had another “evening to remember,” and Booth says 

he has, though perhaps he wouldn’t have used those words to describe it. Lincoln 

begins to tell Booth about his own “memorable evening” when Booth announces that 

he has some news to tell. Lincoln tells him to go first. After some hesitation, Booth 

says that Grace got down on her knees and asked him to marry her. Lincoln cannot 

believe it, and neither can Booth. “Amazing Grace!” he says. Booth then offers an 

explanation for why Grace did not show up the other night. He says he made a 

mistake by getting the days switched. She was not out with another man; she was at 

home watching television. 

 Booth continues his story, saying that Grace wants to get married immediately. 

She wants to have a baby; she wants to have his baby. Seeing the downcast look on 

Lincoln’s face, Booth tells him not to worry: they’ll name their baby boy after him. 

 A short spell ensues, and Booth asks Lincoln what news he has to tell. At first 

Lincoln does not want to say anything, so Booth asks him if the news about Grace is 

“good news.” Then Booth shifts the topic to the bad news; that is, Grace plans on 

their living together as man and wife, so Lincoln will have to move. “No sweat,” 

says Lincoln. Booth is apologetic, but he assuages his guilt by saying that it was “a 

temporary situation anyhow.” Lincoln finds a suitcase and begins packing his 

belongings. 

 Booth cannot believe that Lincoln would take the bad news so easily, especially 

after he just lost his job and does not have any friends who will put him up. 

Furthermore, Booth cannot believe that Lincoln would be willing to leave him that 

quickly. Lincoln thanks Booth for his generosity. He tells Booth that he will not have 
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a hard time finding another place to live because he already has another job working 

as a security guard. Lincoln continues packing his things and picks up the whiskey 

bottle. Booth tells him to take the “med-sin” with him; he will not need it because he 

has Grace’s love to keep him warm. 

 Lincoln asks if Booth plans to find a job or let Grace support him. “I got plans,” 

Booth says, though he does not reveal what they are. Lincoln warns Booth that he 

will lose Grace if he is not able to support himself. She will not like working hard, 

only to find that he was just lying around doing nothing. Booth responds by saying 

that Grace accepts him for who he is. Lincoln backs off, saying that he was just 

offering some advice, though it appears that Booth is doing fine on his own. 

 A long spell ensues, and Booth says he never understood why their father never 

took any of his things with him when he left. Lincoln says it was because their father 

was drunk. Booth cannot understand why their father would leave his clothes, and 

Lincoln points out that he did worse than that: he left his two sons behind. He tells 

Booth to stop worrying about the past. “I mean, you aint gonna figure it out by 

thinking about it. Just call it one of thuh great unsolved mysteries of existence,” 

Lincoln says. 

 Booth announces that their mother had a man on the side. Lincoln counters by 

telling Booth that their father had many mistresses, one of whom let Lincoln into her 

bed once his father was finished having sex. 

 A short spell ensues, and Lincoln takes his getup out of the closet. He is not sure 

if he should take it with him. Booth tells Lincoln that he will miss seeing him coming 

home in costume; he wishes he had a picture of Honest Abe for the album. Lincoln 

agrees to put on the costume if Booth gets the camera. Why not? They have nothing 

to lose. Booth searches the apartment and finds the camera while Lincoln applies 

makeup that more closely resembles war paint than it does whiteface. 

 Lincoln tells Booth that he did not get fired because he was not any good; he 

was fired because the owners had to cut back on expenditures. Lincoln reiterates that 

getting fired had nothing to do with his performance. Booth agrees and tells him to 

smile for the camera, but Lincoln points out that Honest Abe never smiled. Booth 

says that Lincoln should smile because he has got a new job and having a “good 

day.” Lincoln protests, but Booth takes his picture anyway. 
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 Lincoln suggests that they take a picture of them together, but Booth declines, 

saying that he would prefer to save the film for the wedding. Lincoln says that the 

job at the arcade was not so bad after all; he just “outgrew” it. He tells Booth that he 

would be glad to put a word in for him when business picks up again, but Booth says 

that he cannot pretend to be someone else all day. Lincoln says that he was not 

pretending because he was composing songs and thinking about women, including 

his ex-wife. Booth then recalls an episode where Cookie went looking for Lincoln 

but could not find him because he was out drinking at Lucky’s. When she came to 

Booth’s apartment and did not find Lincoln there, she seduced Booth because, he 

says, Lincoln was impotent and could not satisfy such a passionate woman. Booth 

was so taken with Cookie that he promised to marry her if she would leave Lincoln, 

but he changed his mind. 

 Lincoln says that he does not think about his ex-wife anymore. Booth observes 

that Lincoln does not “go back” because he cannot. “No matter what you do you cant 

get back to being who you was. Best you can do is just pretend to be yr old self,” 

Booth says. Lincoln thinks that is nonsense, and soon the brothers argue over 

Booth’s plans to earn a living by throwing the cards. Lincoln does not believe Booth 

can make it; Booth responds by saying that Lincoln is scared. Lincoln tells him to get 

out of the way: he is leaving. Booth blocks the way. He says Lincoln’s scared of him 

because he picked the deuce of spades twice correctly. Lincoln accepts Booth’s 

challenge by ordering him to set up the cards. 

 Booth sets up the board and the milk crates. Lincoln throws the cards. After a 

display of his skill, Lincoln asks Booth to pick the deuce of spades. Booth points to a 

card, which is the deuce of spades. “Who thuh man?!” asks Booth. Meanwhile, 

Lincoln looks at the other two cards as though he is unsure what went wrong. Booth 

continues taunting Lincoln, until he concedes that Booth has beaten him. “You thuh 

man, man,” Lincoln concedes. Booth wants more, however, and he becomes angry 

when he realizes that Lincoln has been throwing out on the street earlier that day. 

Lincoln tells Booth that he was going to tell him, but he did not say anything because 

he still hasn’t regained his old form. Booth knows that Lincoln has been putting him 

on, so he insists that this time Lincoln throw the cards for real. 

 Booth starts to get down on himself, but Lincoln reminds him that the “essential 

elements” of the street and the crowd are missing. Booth says that cash would make 

it real, so he suggests that Lincoln put down some of the money he won earlier that 
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day. A short spell ensues, and Booth taunts Lincoln, asking him if he is afraid of 

losing to a chump. Lincoln puts his money ($500) down on the table as a bet. Booth 

looks it over and gives his brother permission to begin the next round. 

 Booth stops Lincoln before he can get going because he, Booth, does not believe 

that Lincoln is “going full out.” Lincoln says that he was just warming up. Besides, 

he put his money down, and that makes it real. Booth says that in order for things to 

be real he has to match the bet. Lincoln does not think Booth has any money because 

he hasn’t held a job in years. Lincoln wonders if maybe Booth has been putting aside 

some money from the budget for himself, but Booth proudly declares that he has 

money of his own. The two brothers size each other up before Booth disappears. He 

returns with a nylon stocking containing money. A spell ensues. 

 Booth tells Lincoln how he discovered their mother’s “Thursday man.” He tells 

about the time he overheard their mother asking her man for some money because 

“thered been some kind of problem some kind of mistake had been made some kind 

of mistake that needed cleaning up.” Booth alludes to his mother having an abortion. 

Her man refused to give her any money, so she had to face the problem by herself. 

Booth does not know if she kept the baby or “got rid of it,” but he remains certain 

that she knew he was going to walk in on her because, before she left, she had $500 

to give him in a nylon stocking. Booth places the nylon stocking on the table to 

match Lincoln’s bet. 

 “Now its real,” Booth says, but Lincoln does not want his brother to bet his 

money. Booth orders Lincoln to throw the cards, but he says he does not want to 

play. Booth yells at him to throw the cards, and Lincoln begins his patter. Again, 

Lincoln asks Booth to pick the deuce of spades. Lincoln reminds him that this time it 

is for real, so he had better choose the right card. “You pick wrong Im in yr wad and 

I keep mines,” Lincoln says. “I pick right I got yr [sh– t],” replies Booth. 

 Lincoln asks if Booth thinks they are really brothers; Booth says he does. A long 

spell ensues, and Lincoln asks Booth to find the deuce. Booth quickly points out a 

card. Before he turns the card over, Lincoln asks Booth if he is sure that is the one. 

The brothers stare at each other, and then Lincoln turns over the card Booth picked. 

Booth breaks away to see that he has chosen the wrong card. It is the deuce of hearts. 

 Lincoln collects the money and wishes Booth better luck next time. He begins to 

ridicule Booth, saying he has two left hands. Lincoln backs off, however, saying that 
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cards aren’t everything. After all, Booth has Grace. Booth does not respond, so 

Lincoln asks him if something is wrong. Booth says nothing’s wrong, so Lincoln 

begins to boast a bit. Dejected, Booth admits that his brother still has the moves. 

Lincoln chuckles, though he is quick to tell Booth that he is not laughing at him. The 

game is too complicated, he says, perhaps amazed at how quickly he has regained his 

old form. Lincoln then sits down in the easy chair and starts untying the knot at the 

top of the nylon stocking. 

 Lincoln comments that their mother tied the knot tightly, which prompts Booth 

to admit that he has never opened the stocking. Lincoln cannot believe that his 

brother was never tempted to spend the $500 the stocking contains. Booth says he 

has been saving the money. He asks Lincoln not to open the stocking, but Lincoln 

wants to see what’s inside. Booth angrily tells him that they don’t need to open it 

because they already know what’s inside. Lincoln calls Booth a “chump” because 

there could be more than $500 in there – or there could be nothing. Booth begs 

Lincoln not to open it, and a spell ensues. 

 Lincoln cannot untie the knot. Again, he tells Booth that he is not laughing at 

him; he is just laughing. Lincoln asks his brother how he knew his mother was for 

real when she gave him the money. How did he know she was not “jiving” him? 

Lincoln, now the topdog, continues to taunt Booth about how he was in too big of a 

hurry to learn the cards correctly. The first move separates the player from the 

played, says Lincoln. “And thuh first move is to know that there aint no winning.” 

The only time you win is when the man lets you, Lincoln says. He mocks how Booth 

thought he was a winner. Lincoln let him win. He played him. 

 Humiliated, Booth screams “[F – k] you!” several times, each time growing in 

intensity and anger. Lincoln ignores him, however, and pulls a knife out of his boot 

so he can cut the knot, chuckling all the while. Booth joins in the laughter as Lincoln 

holds the knife high, ready to cut the stocking. He tells Booth to turn his head 

because he may not want to look. Booth turns away slightly as they continue 

laughing. Lincoln lowers the knife to cut the stocking. 

 Out of nowhere, Booth makes a confession. “I popped her,” he says. “Grace. I 

popped her.” He said he popped her because she said he had nothing going for him. 

He showed her what he had going on by popping her two, maybe three, times. Booth 

says Grace is not dead, but Lincoln gets him to admit that she is indeed dead. Lincoln 
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says he will give Booth back the stocking. Booth says he cannot take being 

condescended to anymore. He just could not take any more of that “little bro [sh– t].” 

Booth says that he is 3-Card now; he is not Booth anymore. Lincoln once again says 

that he will give Booth back his money, but Booth grows even more angry, asking 

“Who thuh man now, huh? Who thuh man now?!” Lincoln tells Booth to take the 

money, but Booth says he will not be needing it. He tells Lincoln that he should open 

the stocking because he won the money, but Lincoln refuses. Booth orders him to 

open the stocking, and a spell ensues shortly thereafter. 

 Booth grabs Lincoln from behind as he lowers the knife to cut the stocking. Like 

the assassins in the arcade, Booth pulls out his gun and places it against the left side 

of Lincoln’s neck. “Dont,” Lincoln tells him, but Booth pulls the trigger and Lincoln 

slumps out of his chair onto the floor. Booth paces the floor, the gun smoking in his 

hand. 

 Booth begins a final monologue in which he rails against his brother for taking 

his inheritance. Lincoln had his own inheritance, and he blew it. Booth says that 

Lincoln will not be needing the money anymore, so he might as well take it. The 

money was his inheritance, one which he had been saving ever since he received it. 

Lincoln should not have taken it because it was still his; their mother had given it to 

Booth, not Lincoln. Booth practices his patter again, thinking about how he will 

match his brother’s fame as a dealer. He bends down to pick up the money and 

crumples to the floor. Booth sits beside Lincoln’s body, holding him close. He sobs 

and lets out a wail to end the play.   

3.4.1 Check your Progress 

i) When did Suzan-Lori Parks receive the Pulitzer Prize for drama? 

ii) What is the full form of BAM? 

iii) Who is the author of A Raisin in the Sun?  

3.4.2 Terms to remember 

a.  Three-card Monte — also known as ‘Find the Lady’ or the ‘Three-card 

Trick’ — is a confidence game in which the victim, or mark, is tricked into 

betting a sum of money, on the assumption that he can find the money 

card among three face-down playing cards. It is the same as the “shell game” 

except that cards are used instead of shells. The Three-card Monte game itself is 
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very simple. To play, a dealer places three cards face down on a table, usually 

on a cardboard box which provides the ability to set up and disappear quickly. 

The dealer shows that one of the cards is the target card, e.g., the queen of 

hearts, and then rearranges the cards quickly to confuse the player about which 

card is which. The player is then given an opportunity to select one of the three 

cards. If the player correctly identifies the queen of hearts, the player gets his the 

amount bet (his “stake”) back, plus the same amount again; otherwise, he loses 

his stake.  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three-card_Monte 

b.  Monologue – a term used in a number of senses with the basic meaning of a 

single person speaking alone- with or without an audience. 

3.5 Major and Minor Characters in Topdog/Underdog 

Best Customer 

 The Best Customer is a “miscellaneous stranger” who visits the arcade daily to 

shoot Honest Abe. The Best Customer “[s]hoots on the left whispers on the right.” 

Link is unsure whether the Best Customer, a black male, knows that Link is also a 

“brother.” The Best Customer goes so far as to whisper a message in Honest Abe’s 

ear after he has been shot. Link does not think much of the Best Customer, though, 

ironically, he acknowledges that the Best Customer “makes the day interesting.” 

Booth, on the other hand, regards him as “one deep black brother.” 

Booth 

 Booth is Link’s younger brother, who aspires to become a master of the three-

card monte. He rents the room the brothers share, although he does not hold down a 

job. Instead, he earns his living as a petty thief. Booth tries to get Link to show him 

how to throw the cards, but Link refuses, which infuriates Booth. Booth believes that 

if he knew how to throw the cards, he could earn lots of money with which he could 

win Grace’s heart. Booth calls himself “3-Card” to boost his confidence. However, 

Grace plays games with him and thus keeps him uncertain about their future. The 

frustration Booth feels as a result of these personal relationships finds an outlet 

through the girlie magazines he peruses constantly and through violence, which 

forever separates the symbiotic bond that binds the brothers together. 
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Cookie 

 Cookie is Link’s wife from whom he is now divorced. One night, she comes 

over to Booth’s apartment looking for Link, who is out drinking, but ends up having 

sexual relations with his brother, who promises to marry her if she leaves Link. She 

justifies her actions because Link is sexually impotent, which contradicts his 

portrayal of himself as a ladies man. 

Grace 

 Grace is Booth’s girlfriend. She attends cosmetology school. She is ambitious 

and career-oriented, yet she also knows how to have fun. Booth describes her as 

“Wild. Good looking”. She was with Booth for two years before they broke up. She 

needed time to think, and he had what he refers to ironically as a “little employment 

difficulty.” Booth tries to woo her back with gifts and empty promises like the ones 

he made to Cookie. She is supposed to come over to the apartment for a romantic 

dinner Booth has arranged, but she never appears. Booth reacts to being stood up by 

shooting her dead. 

Honest Abe 

 Honest Abe is the name Lincoln uses to refer to himself when he is in character, 

including the time when a kid riding on the bus asks him for an autograph. Link, 

seeing that the kid comes from a rich family, charges him ten dollars for the 

autograph. When the kid hands Link a twenty-dollar bill, Link promises to meet him 

on the bus the next day to give him his change. Instead, he spends the entire twenty 

dollars buying drinks at Lucky’s. 

The Ladies 

 The Ladies are unidentified women whom Pops conducts affairs with on the sly. 

He brings Link along as an alibi, but sometimes Pops would let Link watch him 

make love. One of the ladies liked Link and took him to bed once Pops fell asleep, 

thus initiating Link further into the world of adult sexuality. 

Lincoln/Link 

 Lincoln is Booth’s older brother, who impersonates Abraham Lincoln – Honest 

Abe – at an arcade. Before he took the job at the arcade, Lincoln was a master of the 

three-card monte, but he stopped hustling tourists and other passersby when his 

stickman, Lonny, got shot. Ever since Cookie left Lincoln, he has shared a room in a 
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boarding house with his brother Booth. Lincoln once thought of himself as a ladies 

man, much as Booth does throughout the play, although Lincoln understands that his 

philandering contributed to the end of his marriage. He is grateful to have a job with 

“benefits” that allows him to sit down and think his private thoughts all day. 

Lincoln’s concerns about the security of his job cause him to fall into despair, 

especially when he learns that he has been replaced by a wax dummy. He briefly 

entertains the thought of throwing the cards again when he sees that he has lost none 

of his technique. At play’s end, Lincoln’s display of talent and his mocking tone 

cause Booth to shoot him in anger and jealousy. 

Lonny 

 Lonny was Link’s “stickman” when he was master of the three-card monte. The 

stickman is the member of the crew who looks like another member of the crowd but 

knows every aspect of the game in progress. One day, Link is throwing the cards, 

and the next day he discovers that Lonny has been shot dead. Lonny’s death serves 

as a warning to Link to stop living such a dangerous life hustling people on the street. 

Lucky 

 Lucky is the proprietor of the eponymous bar Link frequently visits whenever he 

has a little cash to spare. Lucky has a dog he keeps behind the bar. 

Mom 

 Mom was the first of the brothers’ parents to leave. She left two years before her 

husband did. Before she leaves, she gives Booth a nylon stocking filled with five 

hundred-dollar bills. Until the time of her departure, she had a lover who visited the 

house regularly on Thursdays. For this reason, Booth refers to him as his mother’s 

“Thursday man.” Booth once overheard his mother and her Thursday Man discussing 

a problem, which was most probably an unwanted pregnancy. How she resolved this 

problem remains unclear, though her asking her Thursday Man for money suggests 

that she intended to have an abortion. 

Pops 

 Pops names his sons Lincoln and Booth as a joke. He leaves the house two years 

after Mom deserted him and the boys. Pops visits his mistress at the same time Mom 

sees her Thursday Man. Before he leaves the boys to start a new life, Pops gives Link 
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ten fifty-dollar bills wrapped in a handkerchief and tells him not to mention a word 

about the money to anybody, “especially that Booth.” 

Thursday Man 

 The Thursday Man is Mom’s lover, who visits her at the house every Thursday. 

Booth knows about his visits, but he does not say anything to anyone about them.  

3.5.1 Check your Progress 

i) What is the name of the elder brother in Topdog/Underdog? 

ii) What is the name of Link’s wife from whom he is now divorced? 

iii) Who used to refer to himself as Honest Abe?   

iv) Who calls himself “3-Card” to bolster his confidence? 

v) What is the name of the proprietor of the bar Lincoln frequently visits? 

vi) Who is described as “Wild and Goodlooking” by Booth? 

3.6  Themes and other Aspects in Topdog/Underdog  

I.   Themes 

History 

 The play is loaded with a strong sense of history, though it is of a more personal 

nature than the type of history associated with textbooks. Throughout 

Topdog/Underdog, the brothers reveal parts of their past that have shaped their 

present circumstances. For example, Lonny’s death influenced Lincoln’s decision to 

stop dealing three-card monte. When Booth shows Lincoln the ring he boosted, he 

reveals a past relationship with Grace that has been nothing short of disappointing. 

Similarly, during an outburst of anger, Booth reveals the reasons why he slept with 

Lincoln’s wife Cookie. 

Identity 

 Identity is an important theme of the play. Although Lincoln may share the 

name of The Great Emancipator, he knows who he is before he ever donned his 

costume. “I was Lincoln on my own before any of that,” he says. This knowledge 

allows Lincoln to wear his costume home on the bus without confusion about his 

identity. In fact, Lincoln is able to deceive the “little rich kid” out of twenty dollars 
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because he knows he no longer plays the role of Honest Abe once he leaves the 

arcade. Booth, on the other hand, possesses a more complicated view of himself. He 

is forever imagining himself to be someone else, whether that someone else is a 

ladies man, a respectable husband, or a master three-card monte dealer like his 

brother. Booth even goes so far as to invent a name for himself to solidify his new 

identity: “3-Card.” So fragile is his sense of identity that he will allow no one – not 

even Grace – to call him by his given name. He insists upon being called “3-Card” or 

nothing else. When he loses the final game of cards to Lincoln and tells him that he 

shot Grace, Booth begins to exact his revenge when he announces, “That Booth 

[sh—t] is over. 3-Cards thuh man now”. Only by assuming his new identity in full 

can 3-Card (Booth) commit the unpardonable act of fratricide. 

Sibling Rivalry 

 The theme of sibling rivalry is as old as the biblical story of Cain and Abel, and 

in Topdog/Underdog Parks uses a variation of that familiar tale to highlight the “mix 

of loving bonds and jealousies” that bind Lincoln and Booth together in a symbiotic 

relationship. As the title of the play suggests, the two brothers compete to see who 

will have the upper hand. When one succeeds, he is quick to ask, “Who thuh man?” 

Booth constantly measures his ability to throw the cards against that of his brother, a 

former master of three-card monte. Even though Booth has a talent for “boosting” 

things, he remains sad/ unhappy because he cannot best his brother at cards. This 

dynamic of sibling rivalry contributes to the dramatic tension that makes the play’s 

final scene so memorable, beacuse, without the constant struggle for power that 

marks Lincoln and Booth’s relationship, the audience would witness just another 

card game.  

II. Motifs 

Naturalism 

 Topdog/Underdog is less fantastic than some of Parks’s other plays. Though the 

set design evokes social realism, the play is naturalistic in the sense that Lincoln and 

Booth respond to the environmental forces, such as poverty, that shape their lives 

externally, as well as to the private desires and ambitions that exert an equal, if not 

greater, force psychically. The brothers are subject to deterministic sociological and 

economic forces that lead them to contemplate a life of petty crime. Furthermore, 

Booth’s frank discussions of his sexual needs indicate that strong biological instincts 
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also inform his decisions. Fear and the need for escape, whether through drink or 

through sex, are other primary forces at work in the play. Though characters in 

naturalistic works of drama (or fiction) are occasionally viewed as victims of fate, 

Parks makes no moral judgments about her characters. She remains objective in the 

presentation of her material, leaving it to the audience to decide whether life should 

be viewed pessimistically or optimistically. 

Humor 

 Parks often uses humor to underscore the tragedy of a particular situation as it 

offsets the dire circumstances the play’s protagonists live in. Moreover, humor serves 

to lessen the pathos of the situation. For example, Booth’s attempts to win Grace’s 

heart after their two-year separation is placed in a comical light when he tells Lincoln 

that he has boosted a “diamond-esque” ring that is slightly too small for her. Booth 

did this on purpose so that, once the ring is on her finger, she will not be able to give 

it back to him the way she did two years before. Booth thinks he is “smooth” to 

avoid rejection this way, but this humorous scene underscores the way Booth is, as 

Lincoln says, always “scheming and dreaming.” Booth’s desperation would be tragic 

if his plan to win Grace weren’t so funny. Humor is also used within the play to 

juxtapose comedy with moments of vivid realization. For example, when Booth 

returns from the department wearing layer upon layer of clothes he has stolen, the 

visual effect is comical because the audience realizes that his ability to steal matches 

his audacity. “I stole and I stole generously,” Booth says. Another example of how 

comedy highlights moments of clarity occurs during the scene where the brothers 

rehearse Lincoln’s dying. The scene is uproariously comical even though Lincoln’s 

future employment may be at stake. 

Language 

 Booth and Lincoln both speak a street language that is raw with power and filled 

with poetry. Their speech is also marked by profanity that assaults the very essence 

of the person it is directed against. By eliminating the use of apostrophes in 

contractions, Parks, following the example of the great Irish playwright George 

Bernard Shaw, creates a language on the printed page that is immediate and 

unpolished, yet it contains a quality of verisimilitude that reflects her characters’ true 

natures. They are uneducated but streetwise, and the phonetic spellings indicate this 

lack of sophistication. In addition, the play’s dialogue is alone a delight to read and 
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hear. The brothers use words like weapons to undermine each other’s confidence, 

creating a verbal assault that is at times hypnotic and at others menacing.  

3.6.1 Check your Progress 

i) What is the name of the first African-American woman who received the 

Pulitzer Prize for drama? 

ii) What are names of the brothers in Topdog/Underdog? 

3.6.2 Terms to remember 

Naturalism – a form of realist fiction most often identified with the works of 

novelists from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: Émile Zola, 

Theodore Dreiser, Frank Norris, and, later, Richard Wright, whose Native Son (1940) 

may be the last full-fledged naturalist novel. The naturalist writer frequently depicts a 

hero who is at the mercy of larger social forces, which represent a cruel, 

overmastering fate. And the forces of character often seem just as implacable as 

those of society. The doctrine of Social Darwinism, which saw life as a brutal 

struggle for survival, had a strong influence on the naturalists. 

3.7 Answers to Check your Progress  

i) In 2002. 

ii) Black Arts Movement (BAM). 

iii) Lorraine Hansberry. 

iv) Lincoln. 

v) Cookie. 

vi) Lincoln. 

vii) Booth. 

viii) Lucky. 

ix) Grace. 

x) Suzan-Lori Parks. 

xi) Lincoln and Booth. 
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3.8 Exercises 

a. Discuss Parks’s use of humor in Topdog/Underdog. 

b. Write a brief note on the theme of ‘sibling-rivalry’ in Topdog/Underdog. 

c. Discuss the features and trends in post-war American Drama. 

d. Assess the theme of identity in Topdog/Underdog. 

e. Do you agree with the view that Topdog/Underdog is imbued with a strong 

sense of history? Elucidate your views. 
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